
Our growing company is looking for a customer intelligence. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for customer intelligence

Maintain appropriate records to document case history
Partner with cross functional teams (Marketing, Store Operations,
Merchandising) to provide insights into customer behavior and determine
opportunities to increase customer retention and drive new customer spend
Manage customer segmentation, selection and contact strategies for the
email and direct mail program
Develop strategic one off or multi-touch testing opportunities with the
objective of increasing customer KPIs
Conduct response and ROI analysis on various marketing programs such as
direct mail, email and clienteling and share results with cross functional
partners
Analyze business intelligence, marketing channel effectiveness and customer
lifetime value
Identify areas of opportunity to optimize marketing budget across different
channels of communication with the customer
Serve as thought leader and primary evangelist of advanced analytics and its
application to drive key strategies globally and across business units at Coach
Lead a strong team of professionals both internal and offshore
Develop and implement roadmap for data mining and quantitative methods
to advance customer segmentation, digital analytics, web pathing analysis,
persona development, customer retention marketing strategies, marketing
mix modeling, and other key business applications
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Working experience of any data visualization/reporting tool (Tableau,
Qlikview, Spotfire, Microstrategy ) required
Understanding of Spatial Analytics, Predictive Analytics, Segmentation
traditional large-scale data warehouse driven analytics
Articulate thoughts eloquently for multiple levels of management
Understanding of business financials, ROI & profitability
Strong analytical abilities, including proven application of learnings to drive
profitable sales
5-7 years of related experience particularly in email marketing or direct to
consumer programs


